**Icon Credits**

All icons are downloaded from "Icons8" (Icons) [https://icons8.com](https://icons8.com).

- [Airplane Landing icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/49231/airplane-landing)
- [Investment icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/BOpyuffqH8uW/investment)
- [Seeding icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/87827/seeding)
- [undefined icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/undefined/undefined)
- [Facebook icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/118468/facebook)
- [Twitter icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/437/twitter)
- [LinkedIn icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/447/linkedin)
- [Portfolio icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/g7n1INcsRa6p/portfolio)
- [Team icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/eebTnv11TQVM/team)
- [Approved icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/7cl0Og5cj3qt/approved)
- [Suitcase icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/99361/suitcase)
- [Communication icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/54385/communication)
- [Economy icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/ZxoshiZV9zwe/economy)
- [Agriculture icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/Gfzk71Macz1r/agriculture)
- [Ecosystem icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/Gfzk71Macz1r/ecosystem)
- [University icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/2341/university)
- [Security icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/48761/security)
- [Heart Health icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/48723/heart-health)
- [Scales icon by Icons8](https://icons8.com/icon/43399/scales)
Photo Credits

All photos are downloaded from Pixabay https://pixabay.com/.

“Earth, Sprout, Leaf, Sustainability” by anncapictures.

“PNC Park” by 12019
https://pixabay.com/photos/pnc-park-pittsburgh-pennsylvania-1587285/

“Pittsburgh, Landscape, City” by snapan
https://pixabay.com/photos/pittsburgh-landscape-city-3799073/

“Skyline, Pittsburgh” by pittsburghbeautiful
https://pixabay.com/photos/skyline-pittsburgh-skyscraper-city-4783061/